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ABSTRACT

Web search engines are now used by people with diverse search intents for various purposes.
Some tasks they conduct with the search engines cannot be fulfilled just by issuing a single
search query or browsing a single document. There are several characteristics common to such
complex search tasks. The first two are related to search intents: (1) even if the same query is
issued to a search engine, the desired information may differ among searchers, since the search
intents behind the query depend on their search contexts; and (2) searchers’ intents can also shift
from one to another during a series of their searches on a particular topic. The remaining two
concern search outcomes: (3) as complex tasks require searchers to collect more than one relevant
document, browsing a single relevant document does not necessarily indicate the success of their
search sessions; and (4) this requirement also makes it difficult for searchers to decide when to
stop searching. This thesis aims to establish methodologies for understanding diverse intents of
searchers and for appreciating their search outcomes in order to help searchers complete complex
tasks efficiently and effectively. Our key idea for achieving this aim is analyzing fine-grained user
behavior data, where we use the phrase “user behavior” in a broader sense so that it can include
search interaction data between searchers and search systems. More specifically, we address the
following four research topics in this thesis:

1. Estimating Attractive Terms from Gazing Behavior
We address the problem of estimating hidden intents of Web search users from their observ-
able search behavior. To this end, we focus on searchers’ gazing behavior on their browsed
Web pages and assume that terms drawing a high degree of the attention of a searcher are
likely to be relevant to his/her topical intent. On the basis of this assumption, we propose
a method of estimating a set of weighted terms that clarify the searcher’s ambiguous topi-
cal intent. Through a laboratory experiment, the proposed method is evaluated from both
qualitative and quantitative perspectives.

2. Predicting Query Reformulation from Current Search Behavior
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We propose a method to detect the change of search scope in advance of the subsequent
search. Following prior work that characterized searchers’ query reformulation, we define
our addressed task as a classification problem comprising five query reformulation types
(i.e., Generalization, Specialization, Parallel Move, Mission Change, and Error Correc-
tion). The proposed method utilizes various kinds of user interactions in the current search
in order to predict the query reformulation type of the subsequent search. As well as eval-
uating the accuracy of the proposed method, we analyze which and to what extent each
interaction feature contributes to the prediction.

3. Analyzing How Inconsistent Information Affects Search Behavior
We investigate how users handle inconsistent information by focusing on the effect of
search expertise on their search behavior and satisfaction criteria. The research questions
addressed in this work are: (1) how does the inconsistency of answers that users find re-
late to the degree of task satisfaction that they gain? (2) when do users complete search
tasks where inconsistent answers exist? and (3) how do answers that users target for their
searches change as time passes? To answer these questions, we select four tasks comprising
factoid questions with inconsistent answers, extract answers found by study participants in
these tasks, and analyze their answer-finding behavior in terms of the presence or absence
of search expertise. On the basis of our findings, we discuss the design implications for
making users without search expertise aware of the existence of inconsistent answers and
helping them to search for supporting evidence for answers.

4. Visualizing the Amount of Missed Information in Search Results
We propose a query suggestion interface visualizing the amount of missed information for
individual queries, with the goal of helping searchers discover unexplored aspects and find
the appropriate timing for search stopping. We define the amount of missed information
for a query as the additional gain that can be obtained from unclicked search results of the
query, where gain is formalized as a set-wise metric based on aspect importance, aspect
novelty, and per-aspect document relevance and is estimated by using a state-of-the-art
algorithm for subtopic mining and search result diversification. We conducted a user study
involving 24 participants to investigate the effect of showing missed information on users’
search strategies and search outcomes. Experimental results showed that the proposed
interface helped make users’ search process more efficient, unless inaccurate estimates of
missed information were visualized.
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